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Abstract
The quantitative measurement of the diversity of information consumption has emerged as a prominent tool in the examination of relevant phenomena such as filter bubbles. This paper proposes an analysis
of the diversity of the navigation of users inside a website through the
analysis of server log files. The methodology, guided and illustrated
by a case study, but easily applicable to other cases, establishes relations between types of users’ behavior, site structure, and diversity of
web browsing. Using the navigation paths of sessions reconstructed
from the log file, the proposed methodology offers three main insights:
1) it reveals diversification patterns associated with the page network
structure, 2) it relates human browsing characteristics (such as multitabbing or click frequency) with the degree of diversity, and 3) it helps
identifying diversification patterns specific to subsets of users. These
results are in turn useful in the analysis of recommender systems and
in the design of websites when there are diversity-related goals or constrains.

1

Introduction

In many areas such as life sciences, economics, finance, public policy, information theory, media studies, social sciences, and opinion dynamics, diversity
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refers to a property of a set of elements of interest, capable of revealing and
quantifying notions such as variety, balance, and disparity [Sti07].
Much research has been conducted to characterize the diversity of information consumption in social media and news outlets. On the other hand
there has been, for nearly two decades, a large amount of research dedicated
to studying the browsing behavior of web users. Nonetheless, fewer studies have been devoted to the diversity of browsing behavior of users within
a website. When reconstructed using transaction logs such as web server
logs, navigation paths offer an interesting object of study. These allow for
the investigation of the relationship between the page network structure and
characteristics of human behavior when browsing. However, to relate this
kind of analysis with the issue of diversity, one needs to get access to web
server logs with both annotation for the contents over which to measure diversity, and annotated roles of webpages within the structure of a website.
The work presented in this article aims at exploring the question of how
does the structure of a website influence the diversity of content explored
by users. For this purpose, we use a web server log with the annotations
of both the topic and the functional role (e.g. menu pages, forums, articles,
. . . ) of the pages requested.
Our approach is indeed illustrated on an
original dataset, containing three weeks of web browsing on Melty, a prominent French information and entertainment website targeting young adults.
Studies of navigation logs often focus on major web platforms, such as Facebook, Twitter or Wikipedia. Here, we have access to the logs of a site which
can be described in terms of traffic as second-tier (a few million visits per
week). Its structure and contents are quite typical of a category of websites
which altogether represents a large part of the traffic on the web. We explore
the patterns by which users are able to browse various topics and describe the
relation between the functional role of a page, and the diversity of consumed
information.
The main contribution of this article is a method to analyze the diversity
of information consumption in browsing. We divide sessions into subgroups
and aim at identifying different types of behaviors among users. From there,
we define and measure patterns related to diversification processes and suggest explanations of how diversity consumption is affected by the site structure in our specific case study. However, the method can be applied to any
case where it is possible to label pages based on their functional role, and also
on the topic with which they deal. Such a situation is usual in e-commerce
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sites, social networks, or media outlets to name a few. We also analyze the
temporal dynamics of diversity consumption, and its relation with bubblelike phenomena.
This article is organized in five sections. We first present related works
on the two main topics discussed in this study: the measurement of diversity
and the analysis of web logs. Then, we describe the dataset used, how it is
preprocessed and how diversity will be defined and computed in the rest of
the study. Next, we use this notion of diversity to explore the aggregated
consumption of all users and motivate the analysis of the relation between the
role and the content of pages. As we are looking for a natural way to classify
browsing behaviors, we then produce a clustering partition of the sessions
to identify and characterize different types of browsing activity. This will
lead us to quantify the relation between types of browsing and diversifying
patterns. Then, we discuss these results and suggest possible explanations
for the patterns observed, and finally conclude on the applications of these
analyses to recommender systems and website design.

2

Related Work

The diversity of information consumption on the web (e.g. press articles,
commercial items, posts on social media) has attracted growing attention in
recent years. Different diversity measures have emerged as useful tools to
describe pressing issues related to phenomena such as filter bubbles, echo
chambers, and the development of extreme opinions [Par11]. In commercial
applications, such as designing and improving recommender systems, diversity is the focus of increasing interests as it relates to user satisfaction, exposure to new relevant products, and even customization and context-aware
platforms [A+ 16, Section 7.3]. Several previous works study the characterization of the diversity of information consumption on social platforms such as
Twitter [BJN+ 15], Facebook [SZDV+ 17], and from news outlets [KZN+ 15,
FGR16]. In commercial applications, diversity has come to be seen as an
integral part of users’ satisfaction [RRS15, ZKL+ 10, FH09, VC11] and its
measurement has become a tool in the search of a broader understanding of
browsing behaviors, e.g. automatic detection of change of context [LCB16].
The study of web logs is a field of research that counts a wealth of works
[Jan08, Pet93, ACDN12, SMHM99], and we cannot aim at providing a survey
on the topic in this article. The use of web log analyses to gain insight on
3

how the structure of a website affects user navigation is a well established
domain of research. Several studies investigate how the structure of a website
influences the ability of users to obtain desired resources [HSGS13, McA89,
NHW05, MS98]. Other studies have focused on the relation between the
structure of websites and browsing paths taken by users [NDBB+ 19, DSLS17,
Wol08, SPWL14, PWZL16, WL12].
Systematic web log analysis has allowed for improvements in the design
of websites [CPP00], predicting the resource a user is looking for or the
location in which it is expected to be found [SY01, TASJ14]. Web log analysis
also offers the possibility of dynamic and/or personalized adjustments to the
structure of websites [CR13, FSCJ02]. While most advancements make use
of web logs, or even of contents of pages in a site [LK07], fewer studies use the
logs to address the question of the diversity of the contents browsed. This
question has been recently related to filter bubbles [NHH+ 14, NOFM15].
Some studies focus on navigation volume [MF01] and on the diversity of
types of users and navigation patterns [NHJ08], but not so many on the
diversity of consumption itself [OCJ12].
Studies addressing the question of consumed content diversity in browsing
and site structure should account for ways of classifying pages according to
content and to their role in the site structure. Some classifications of pages
in web logs include information such as differentiation of social platforms or
search engine pages [TASJ14]. Our work tackles specifically the question of
the influence of the website structure on the diversity of information consumption by users. In this study, diversity refers to a measure of variety and
balance (in this case Shannon Entropy) of the topics consumed by a user
while browsing a website in which each page can be classified as dealing with
a given topic. In contrast with much of previous works, here the structure
will be considered to be a given and not something to be learned from web
log analysis: pages in the website have a fixed role within the structure (e.g.
menu pages, articles, . . . ).

3
3.1

Dataset and diversity computation
Data general description

The data used for the study of browsing properties within a website is most
often available in the form of a log file created by a web server which contains
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information about the requests made. Commonly used formats provide for
each request, among other information: IP address of the client, the method
and the resource requested from the client, the HTTP status code returned,
the size of the object returned, and the timestamp of the request.
For our case study, we use the log files of a particular website: Melty (www.
melty.fr), a French information and entertainment website targeting the 1534 year-old demographics. From the data available to us, we chose a subset
corresponding to 3 weeks of September 2017 as it was deemed sufficiently
extensive for the illustration of the present analyses1 . Tests made with other
time periods yield similar results to what is presented in the following.
A general description of the structure of www.melty.fr is useful for the
rest of our study. An examination of the site reveals that it is organized in
a tree-like fashion. From the home page, users can access thematic menu
pages (topic pages) for broad topics (such as music or TV), as well as more
specific subtopic pages, or articles. Note also that links to menu pages are
always present in the menu bar of most pages, which allows in theory for
users to go to these menu pages from nearly anywhere in the site. From the
topic pages, access is offered to other, more specific menu pages (subtopic
pages) dedicated to the same topic, but with more specific content (e.g., a
given band for the music topic). And from these specific pages, a user has
access to various pages with different types of roles (e.g. articles, media
pages, forums, photo galleries). This classification in terms of structural role
is predefined in the website design.
Let us now describe a typical article page on the website. In addition
to the links accessible via the menu bar, a user may navigate through the
website using various kinds of links. First, some links are anchored in the
text of the article itself and are therefore static. The bottom part of an
article is dedicated to dynamic recommendation links, which either connect
to external websites, or to other Melty pages.

3.2

Preprocessing and sessionization

Throughout our study we identify a user with a hash, combining their IP,
logname, username, and session cookie. In the data available to us, a hash
function for creating user IDs in the log had already been applied by Melty,
rendering users anonymous so as to answer privacy concerns. The web server
1

The anonymized dataset is available at http://data.complexnetworks.fr/melty/
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also complements the log information with the referral page of each request.
This is useful for two reasons: it provides information about the paths followed by users along a session (for instance when they open browser tabs
or windows by following several links from a same page), and it also gives
information about where the users come from, in particular from a search
engine or from a social media platform.
In order to analyze the log file, we must first discard the requests originating from non-human agents. For this purpose, we take a standard mixed
approach, using syntactical log analysis and traffic pattern analysis [DG11].
Firstly, in a syntactical log analysis, we delete requests made by user agents
known to be used by common robots. Secondly, in a traffic pattern analysis,
we filter out requests from the log using some activity-based criteria taking
elements from [TK04, BGST05]. Concretely, we excluded requests by users
that requested more than 20 pages per minute or more than 900 pages per
hour, as well as requests by users that were active for 20 or more consecutive
hours.
We analyze the log at the session level rather than at the user level,
our motivation being that a user may display different browsing behaviors
in different sessions. For this purpose, we sessionize the log data. While
there is no clear consensus about how to do so [WC16, JK08], a reasonable
strategy [HKK+ 15] makes use of a cutoff sessionization time. This time
interval cutoff has been often found to be around 30 minutes, which is often
used as a standard sessionization time parameter.

3.3

Data representation

We define here some general notations which are used in this work. Given a
log file, we identify the set V of web pages and the set S of sessions present
in it. T denotes the set of timestamps at which the requests were made. The
comprehensive set R of requests in the log is such that R ⊆ V ×V ×S×T . For
every request ` in a log R we consider its source vs (`) ∈ V , i.e. the page where
the request originated, its target vt (`) ∈ V , i.e. the requested page, and time
t(`) ∈ T of the request. Table 1 and Figure 1 show a descriptive summary of
the main parameters of the logs, after preprocessing and sessionization.
In the following, we use the concept of session graphs. A session graph
is a directed graph, which nodes are pages browsed during a session, and a
directed link corresponds to the request ` made by the user from a source
page vs (`) to a target page vt (`). Describing a session with a graph – rather
6

Table 1: Descriptive summary of the sessionized log R.
Log start
min {t(`) : ` ∈ R} 2017-09-04 00:12:05
Log end
max {t(`) : ` ∈ R} 2017-09-24 23:59:58
# Requests
|R|
14,977,605
# Sessions
|S|
8,470,403
# Pages
|V |
269,257

107
Sessions with 1 request: 6053079 (71.5%)
Sessions with 2 requests: 1305332 (15.4%)
Sessions with 3 requests: 439663 (5.2%)
Sessions with 4 requests: 225809 (2.7%)
Sessions with > 4 requests: 446520 (5.3%)

Number of Sessions

106
105
104
103
102
101
100
100

101

102
Number of Requests

103

104

Figure 1: Distribution of the number of sessions for a given number of requests in the dataset.
than a sequence – allows to distinguish different types of browsing behaviors,
as we shall see in the following.

3.4

Twofold page classification

It is often possible to describe the pages of a website according to a classification which has two dimensions: one describing the structural function
of a page, and the other its content. In some cases, typically commercial
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websites, the content classification (e.g. furniture, electronics, books, films)
is tightly related to the structure. Products are organized in categories according to a tree-like structure, so that the website favors browsing within
a same category. In other cases, e.g. Wikipedia, the relation is much more
loose: a user has a high probability to change content category (e.g. mathematics, history, biology) by following a hyperlink. Depending on the case
under examination, the relation between the structural role of a page and its
content may differ. In particular the possibility to navigate from a topic to
another largely depends on design choices, as we will discuss in this study.
Our dataset exhibits such a classification, pages have an associated content type (classifying the topic with which they deal, such as TV or Video
games), and a functional category type (classifying the role that they play in
the site, such as articles or forum pages). We naturally consider the diversity
of page consumption in regards to their content. We denote the set of topics
available by A, and the corresponding classification function CA : V → A,
which assigns to each element of V a topic in A. Similarly, pages are assigned
a structural role, which is an element of the role set B, corresponding to the
classification function CB : V → B.
In the Melty website that is our case study, we have:
• content type set A={Celebrities, Comics, Movies, Music, News, Series,
TV, VideoGames, Other},
• structural role set B={Article, Forum, Gallery, Quiz, Subtopic page,
Topic page, Other}.
Pages which are B-labeled Topic page are menu pages for general topics in
A, while pages which are B-labeled Subtopic pages are menu pages for more
specific subjects within a topic in A. For example, the topic Music may have
its own menu page of B-labeled Topic page, while some more specific subjects
such as rock music could have their own menu page with B-label Subtopic
page.

3.5

Consumption diversity computation

Whenever we have a subset of a log, L ⊆ R (for example, the log of a user,
or the log of a session), we can compute its diversity with respect to a page
classification, e.g. CA , using Shannon entropy:
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DA (L) = −

X

pA (L, a) log2 pA (L, a),

a∈A

with pA (L, a) =

|{` ∈ L : CA (vt (`)) = a}|
.
|L|

Given the Shannon entropy E of the information consumption related to
some subset of requests L, we define its Iso-Entropic Uniform Consumption
(IEUC) diversity index as 2E . This quantity is also known as perplexity
in information theory [BJM83]. The interest of quantifying diversity with
IEUC is that it can be interpreted as the number of consumed types needed
to produce the same entropy if the consumption was uniform, meaning that
for any two types a, a0 in A, we would have pA (L, a) = pA (L, a0 ).
While other diversity metrics exist (Richness, Herfindhal Index, and Gini
Index are notable examples), Shannon entropy (or simply the entropy) is a
popular choice [NOFM15, EMC10, PSL13] because it accounts for the variety
of types of elements (i.e. |A|, the size of A) and for the balance among them
(i.e. the comparison between different values pA (L, a) for different a ∈ A)
while proving meaningful interpretations, see [Sti98, Chapter 2] for a more
detailed discussion. In the following, we refer to the entropy measurement
as consumption diversity, as it reflects the variety of topics that a user goes
through during a session on Melty website.

4

Aggregated consumption diversity

In order to get insights about some general features of the log dataset regarding consumption diversity, we first obtain some measurements on subsets of
the log file, grouped according to the number of requests in a session.
As expected when measuring aggregated human behavior on a website,
we can see in Figure 1 that the number of requests per session is distributed
heterogeneously, roughly following a power-law. Consequently, a majority
of sessions (6,053,079, that is 71.5% of them) consist of only one request
(i.e. requesting a single page without further navigating within the website).
Then, the number of sessions with a given number of requests decreases, with
only 5.3% (446,520) requesting more than 4 pages. Figure 2 shows how the
content types vary according to the number of requests. It also specifies the
associated entropy and IEUC. It can be observed that diversity decreases
9

when the number of requests per session increases, therefore indicating that
longer sessions tend to focus on the same type of content (and above all,
TV).
Entropy

IEUC

Total

2.60

6.07

>4_requests

2.38

5.22

4_requests

2.42

5.34

3_requests

2.51

5.71

2_requests

2.68

6.39

1_request

2.70

6.49

TV
Series
Celebrities
VideoGames
Movies
Music
Comic
Other

Figure 2: Topic consumption and diversity in sessions aggregated by number
of requests.
Concerning the evolution of consumption diversity through time, the log
presents regularities and particularities that we discuss here. For illustrative
purposes, let us consider the week spanning from 9/18/2017 to 9/24/2017,
and let us investigate the consumption volume and diversity of different
groups of sessions, as shown in Figure 3.
When grouping sessions by number of requests, we observe that activity
measures present some regularities in the hourly volume of requests, displaying growing activity during most of the day until spiking later before
midnight. The evolution of the hourly diversity for the complete log is comparable to that of the group of sessions with more than 4 requests, although
the value of the diversity of this higher engagement group is generally lower,
in accordance with what was observed in Figure 2.
We also separate sessions by origin, distinguishing sessions which originate
either from a search engine or from a social platform. Strong differences
can be observed. Indeed, the consumption diversity of sessions originating
from social platforms is noticeably lower than that of other groups. This
type of phenomenon had been observed previously in [NOFM15]. Note that
10

Hourly Activity

Requests

105

104
Total
Sessions
with more than
4 requests
Sessions
originated
in search
pages
Sessions
originated
in social
platforms

103

7

IEUC

6
5
4
3
2

2017/9/18

2017/9/19

2017/9/20

2017/9/21

2017/9/22

2017/9/23

2017/9/24

Figure 3: Hourly activity (top) and diversity (bottom) over time of the log
divided into groups of sessions, depending on the number of requests, or on
the origin of the sessions (social or search pages).
diversity as measured by entropy or IEUC is not affected by the volume of
consumption, meaning that the fact that there are less sessions originating
from social platforms should not affect the diversity measurements. The
sudden diversity losses for browsing originating in social platforms are the
consequence of surges of activity around specific content types. Figure 4
illustrates this effect through a more detailed examination of one of these
events: diversity loss observed on the afternoon of September 19th 2017 for
consumption by sessions originated in social platforms is related to a surge
of activity focusing on the content type Movies.
Figure 5 further explains the diversity loss event. We measure the activity
of the five most popular pages in browsing originated in social platforms
around the time of the event. It reveals that a Melty page about a movie
was abruptly requested in sessions coming from social platforms. In this
particular case, the page is about Harry Potter movies, and traffic came
from Facebook.
Finally, let us consider the weighted directed graph constructed by aggregating the whole log, sometimes referred to as browsing graph [TASJ14]. Its
nodes are pages, directed edges represent requests from a source to a target
page, and their weight is the number of times an edge was taken. Over this
aggregated graph, we compute topological indices reflecting nodes centrality
for each page: in- and out-degree, as well as betweenness centrality, calcu11

Activity Initiated in Social Platforms, September 19th 2017

Sessions
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0

Topic Consumption
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Figure 4: Hourly activity of navigation originating in social platforms on
September 19th, 2017. Number of sessions with origin in social platforms
present (top), and topic consumption proportion pA for content types in A
(bottom).
Activity of the five most popular pages, September 19th 2017

Requests

300

200

1st (Movies)
2nd (VideoGames)
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4th (Series)
5th (VideoGames)

100

0
12h
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14h
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Figure 5: Number of requests per minute, around the time of the diversity
loss event of September 19th, 2017, for the five most popular pages (and
their content type) in the browsing activity of sessions originated in social
platforms.
lated using [Bra01]. We then group pages by structural role (classification
B) and represent their Complementary Cumulative Distribution Function
(CCDF) in Figure 6. We observe that topic pages clearly have a higher
probability of having a high in- and out-degree, or betweenness centrality
value than subtopic or article pages. This suggests that pages with different
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structural role labels seem to have different functions during navigation, as
expected. Indeed, some pages tend to be navigation end pages (e.g. articles)
while other act more like transit hubs (topic pages).
In Degree

Out Degree
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100
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100
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10−5
102
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105

102

103

104

105

106

10−4

10−3

10−2

10−1

100

Figure 6: Complementary Cumulative Distribution Functions (CCDF) of
pages centrality index, depending on their structural role.
These elements motivate the description of the variety of sessions and the
analysis of the diversification patterns associated with types of pages and
groups of sessions.

5

Consumption diversity in session clusters

In this section, we define clusters which correspond to distinct subgroups of
browsing behaviors in the data. Precisely, we investigate how the consumption diversity of sessions is related to different features that characterize the
browsing behavior of users, such as click frequency and tendency for multitabbing. For this purpose, we focus on sessions that contain more than 4
requests, as they bring sufficient information per session, without filtering
too many sessions out of the data log. Indeed, we want to include structural
information related to the session graphs in the clustering process, which
demands to have several requests per session.
We aim at separating sessions into different groups according to quantitative properties. The features that we have selected for this purpose
are known from previous works to be relevant features for session clustering [Ste08, CC01], namely:
• number of requests,
13

• duration of the session,
• mean time between requests,
• standard deviation of the time between requests.
We also include a feature that describes the structure of the directed graph
which represents the session. We use the star-chain index, adapted from
[BTLG13], which is computed on the directed graph G = (V, E) of each
session as:
P
di (v) − 1
star-chain index =

v∈V,do (v)=0

P
v∈V

di (v) − 1

,

where di (v) and do (v) are the in- and the out-degrees of node v. The starchain index is closer to 0 whenever the session graph has a chain-like form,
and closer to 1 whenever a session graph rather resembles a star: one single
node serving as the source of access to all others. Higher values of the starchain index signal either a higher level of multi-tabbing in browsing, or a
frequent use of the back button to revisit specific pages.
In the resulting feature space, we apply standard clustering techniques.
We first perform a normalization on the various dimensions of the feature
space. Precisely, all selected features exhibit a long-tailed distribution except the star-chain index, thus we apply a logarithmic transformation in
order to avoid the outliers to play an overwhelming role in the clustering.
Then, we normalize the values to obtain data with unit variance on each feature. We use a weighted k-means [GGTN17] clustering by stages, following
[CC01], to cluster first in the space of the dimensions which are not related
to the topology of the session graph (i.e. duration, number of requests, mean
and standard deviation of time between requests) and then to cluster in the
dimension of the star-chain index. We present the results for a clustering
in 6 clusters or groups. Different choices for the number of groups tend to
show similar trends, so it has been chosen as the lowest value which allows
to clearly separate qualitatively distinct browsing behaviors in relatively balanced clusters, as we shall see.
In order to summarize the results of the clustering, we show in Figure 7
the centroids of each cluster in the plane spanned by the first two principal
components axes (PC-1 and PC-2) that better explain the variance of session features in the feature space, as computed using Principal Component
14

Analysis (PCA). We observe that the first dimension is clearly defined by
the star-chain index, while the second is dominated by session duration and
number of requests.
PC-1

PC-2

Star-Chain
Index

0.96

-0.28

Mean Seconds
Between Reqs.

0.10

0.27

Std. Deviation
Seconds Between Reqs.

0.10

0.30

Duration

0.18

0.58

−1.5
−1.0

PC-2

−0.5
0.0

0.5

1.0
Num.of Requests

0.17

0.65

1.5
−1.5

−1.0

−0.5

0.0

PC-1

0.5

1.0

1.5

2.0

Figure 7: Composition of the first two Principal Components of the PCSpace of the features space (left), and the positions of the cluster centroids
(right), with areas proportional to the number of sessions inside each cluster.
Figure 8 shows a random sampling of 5 sessions per cluster, illustrating
qualitatively how these dominating features define each cluster. A more
quantitative depiction of the characteristics of each cluster in the feature
space is provided in Figure 9, which shows the distributions of the features
for each cluster using box plots.
More importantly, Table 2 summarizes relevant statistics for each cluster, in particular their sizes and consumption diversities. It can be seen that,
among sessions with more than 4 requests, higher diversities tend to be related to more star-like sessions and to a lesser extent, longer sessions with
more requests (which is not surprising). This suggests that star-like browsing
is related to the possibility of switching topics more easily on this website.
Another interesting observation is that sessions originating from a social network tend to be more star-like than chain-like. On the other hand, sessions
originating from search engines tend to be more chain-like than star-like.
However, we have previously observed that the later kind of sessions had
higher diversity, as a group, than the former. These observations indicate
15
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Figure 8: Random samples of sessions in each cluster. Each session is portrayed as a time line, with black lines marking the instants at which requests
are made, next to the graph representing the session.
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Figure 9: Box plots showing the distribution of the selected sessions features
in each cluster.
not only that users behave differently depending on how they arrived on the
website, but also that among each of the subgroups, a refined typology of
browsing behaviors would be certainly useful.
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Table 2: Sizes and diversities (entropy and IEUC) of the identified clusters,
with the percentages of of many of the sessions of the cluster were originated
in search engines and in social platforms.
Cluster A
108,391 Sessions (24.3%)
Entropy = 2.2
IEUC = 4.6
Search Sessions = 42.6%
Social Sessions = 1.1%

Cluster B
111,624 Sessions (25.0%)
Entropy = 2.3
IEUC = 4.9
Search Sessions = 48.7%
Social Sessions = 1.2%

Cluster C
62,204 Sessions (13.9%)
Entropy = 2.3
IEUC = 4.9
Search Sessions = 36.3%
Social Sessions = 7.6%

Cluster D
51,059 Sessions (11.4%)
Entropy = 2.1
IEUC = 4.3
Search Sessions = 51.1%
Social Sessions = 1.3%

Cluster E
56,762 Sessions (12.7%)
Entropy = 2.4
IEUC = 5.3
Search Sessions = 55.3%
Social Sessions = 2.0%

Cluster F
56,480 Sessions (12.6%)
Entropy = 2.7
IEUC = 6.5
Search Sessions = 27.8%
Social Sessions = 6.2%

To get a clearer picture of the impact of the browsing behaviors on consumption diversity, we now turn our attention to the patterns that are related
to diversification within each group of the partition achieved through clustering.

6

Diversifying requests

The diversity of a session is related to the variety of contents of the pages
requested during that session. This is why we take interest in navigation
patterns that produce changes in content types according to the contentbased classification. More specifically, we are interested in measuring how
the structural role of a page (its label according to classification CB ), relates to changes in the topic (its label according to classification CA ). We
obviously limit this analysis to the requests that link two pages inside Melty
(source pages from outside —such as search engines or social platforms— are
excluded). Also, we only consider the requests made during sessions with
more than 4 requests, once again. Therefore the following analysis is performed over a subset of the original log, containing 2,064,552 requests and
380,506 sessions.
Given this subset L of the original log, let us consider the subset of
requests going from a page with type (i.e., functional role) i ∈ B to a page
with type j ∈ B, as follows:
Li→j = {` ∈ L : CB(vs (`)) = i ∧ CB(vt (`)) = j} .
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Thus, we estimate the probability Pi→j that a given link goes from a role
type i to a role type j in B as Pi→j = |Li→j | / |L|. We call the associated
probability matrix the Browsing Pattern matrix. Note that this is different
from the probability associated to the empirical Markovian matrix for L,
which gives the probability, knowing the source node type i, to transit to a
target node with type j.
Next, for a request ` going from a page of type i ∈ B to a page with
type j ∈ B, we are interested in estimating the probability that it produces
a change of content type in A. Therefore, we estimate, for all i, j ∈ B, the
probabilities:
trans(A)

Pi→j

= P [i → j , CA (vs (`)) 6= CA(vt (`))] .

Using the subset L of the log as an empirical observation we estimate
these probabilities as
trans(A)

Pi→j

=

|{` ∈ Li→j : CA(vs (`)) 6= CA(vt (`))}|
.
|Li→j |

We call the associated probability matrix the Diversifying Pattern matrix.
We show the values computed on the log in Figure 10, arranged as matrices
taking the role classification set B as indices. Some transitions between Btype categories are very rare. Thus, we set a threshold of 50 observations
trans(A)
(requests) in the estimation of probability Pi→j
. When a transition does
not reach this threshold, the estimation was not considered (marked with an
X in the matrix) to avoid misinterpretations.
Let us first underline some characteristics of the global Browsing Pattern
matrix over the data log shown in the upper part of Figure 10. Most requests
go from an article to another article (that is 57.1% of the traffic), followed
by requests from topic pages to articles (18.7%), and then by requests from
subtopic pages to articles (6.7%). Now the Diversifying Pattern matrix (bottom part of the same figure) shows that the requests that most changed in
content type go from topic pages to other topic pages (67.6% of the times,
a topic transition occurred). More generally, requests to topic pages and,
to a lesser extent, to subtopic pages, are often involved in topic transitions.
Also, the Browsing Pattern matrix indicates that requests from topic and
subtopic pages represent an important fraction of the traffic on the website.
Topic pages in particular tend to have the role of hubs, as observed in Sec. 4.
Thus, we can draw a first basic picture from these observations: users usually
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Figure 10: Browsing Pattern matrix, associated with Pi→j (left), its associated Markovian matrix (middle), and Diversifying Pattern matrix associated
trans(A)
(right). The marginals of each line and column are given rewith Pi→j
spectively to the right and below each matrix. Probability of content transition per type of source, and per type of target pages are indicated respectively
as p.s and p.t.
navigate from article to article but sometimes change topics by moving to
topic and subtopic pages, from where they find new articles.
While this sketches a general picture of the traffic of users across the site
structure and the mechanisms through which diversification occurs, we are
further interested in differentiating these mechanisms for groups of sessions.
The same measures, listing the first 3 browsing and diversifying kinds of
requests per cluster yields the results shown in Table 3.
The most salient observation that we can make from Table 3 is that the
dominating types of requests differ from a cluster to another one. More
precisely, while clusters featuring mostly chain-like sessions tend to be dominated by article to article requests, clusters featuring mostly star-like sessions
tend to be dominated with transitions from topic pages to articles. Concerning the diversification patterns, the observations per cluster are consistent
with the general trend, that is to say that topic (or subtopic) pages are involved either as sources, or as targets, or even both in all major diversifying
requests.
We now examine the Browsing Pattern and the Diversifying Pattern matrices of the activity of the session with more than 4 requests, divided into
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Table 3: Clusters identified by dominating characteristics showing the main
browsing and diversification patterns.
Cluster

IEUC

star or chain

length

A

4.6

chain

short

B

4.9

mixed

short

C

4.9

star

short

D

4.3

chain

medium

E

5.3

mixed

medium

F

6.5

star

long

Browsing Pattern

Diversification Pattern

75%: article→article
5%: topic page→article
4%: gallery→gallery
51%: article→article
23%: topic page→article
8%: subtopic page→article
63%: topic page→article
21%: article→article
10%: subtopic page→article
71%: article→article
7%: topic page→article
5%: gallery→gallery
47%: article→article
23%: topic page→article
11%: subtopic page→article
43%: topic page→article
24%: article→article
17%: subtopic page→article

70%:
42%:
36%:
71%:
44%:
39%:
65%:
39%:
28%:
62%:
62%:
46%:
65%:
46%:
46%:
69%:
48%:
43%:

topic page→topic page
subtopic page→topic page
article→topic page
topic page→topic page
article→topic page
subtopic page→topic page
topic page→topic page
article→topic page
subtopic page→topic page
forum→sub-topic page
topic page→topic page
forum→topic page
topic page→topic page
article→topic page
forum→sub-topic page
topic page→topic page
article→topic page
subtopic page→topic page

three groups: 1) Native: sessions that start navigation directly within the
website, 2) Search: sessions that start navigation from a search engine, and 3)
Social : sessions that start navigation from a social platform. Table 4 shows
the summarized characteristics of these 3 groups. While the Browsing Patterns of the Native and Search groups are relatively similar, the Social group
stands out. As mentioned before, sessions coming from social platforms have
a lower consumption diversity, as they tend to make less use of the website
menus to explore different topics. Indeed, these sessions do not have a lot
of requests using topic or subtopic pages, but when they do, they have a
high probability of changing topic. This can be observed in the Diversifying
Pattern count, also portrayed visually in Figure11. A hypothetical interpretation is that users coming from a social platform comes to Melty to see a
specific content. Most of the times they leave the platform after checking it,
but sometimes they discover an unexpected link to another topic, which also
raises their interest. If this is true, it could be described as a serendipitous
discovery.
Table 4: Group decomposition of sessions with more than 4 requests according to origin of navigation showing browsing and diversification patterns.
Sessions
IEUC
Browsing
Pattern
Diversifying
Pattern

Native
238055 (53.3%)
5.2
55.6%: article→article
20.6%: topic page→article
5.7%: sub-topic page→article
73.0%: topic page→topic page
50.8%: forum→sub-topic page
50.6%: forum→topic page

Search
195786 (43.8%)
4.4
58.8%: article→article
16.9%: topic page→article
7.9%: sub-topic page→article
54.6%: topic page→topic page
52.3%: forum→sub-topic page
37.7%: sub-topic page→topic page

Social
12112 (2.7%)
4.2
66.7%: article→article
9.1%: gallery→gallery
4.6%: article→quiz
45.1%: topic page→quiz
42.1%: article→topic page
26.3%: article→sub-topic page

In the literature, a special consideration has be given to sessions where
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Figure 11: Diversifying Pattern matrix associated with Pi→j
for activity
of the sessions with more than 4 requests divided in 3 groups: Native activity
(left), Search activity (middle), and Social activity (right).
an external search engine is used to find the website and not a specific content [TASJ14]. These sessions would be identified by the requests from a
search engine to the home page of the website. In our study we have ommitted this disctinction, because such sessions represent a rather small part
(14.7% of the Search activity sessions), and no remarkable differences were
identified in this group.

7

Discussion about the structure of the website

In this section, we relate the observations that we have made throughout this
work to the structure of Melty website in order to make educated guesses
about the navigation behavior of users and how it is influenced by this structure.
As described in Section 3.1, among the hyperlinks which allow to navigate
from page to page, an important part of the links on Melty connect topics
to subtopics, subtopics to content pages (articles, forums, . . . ) in a tree-like
fashion. These structural links, and the underlying page network structure,
accounts for a part of the requests constituting browsing paths of users.
These are represented in Figure 12 with black arrows.
Other links allow more horizontal navigation, for example links anchored
in the text of an article, or dynamical recommendation links. While we
cannot make a precise count of every kind of links on any article page from
our data, it is clear that a large majority of links on a typical article page
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Figure 12: Schematic representation of the structure of the Melty website. It
shows structure-induced, non-diversifying navigation paths (black arrows),
and diversifying, cross-topic paths (red arrows).
lead to articles on the same topic and even on the same subtopic. Indeed, the
dominating recommender system used on the Melty website (that we cannot
describe in details here) favors popularity inside a same topic.
From this description, we can get a better understanding of what we have
observed in Section 6. When a session is rather chain-like (as in Cluster A
for example), we may assume that the user begins navigation from a topic
page, chooses an article, and then follows static links or recommendation
links which lead predominantly to other articles of the same topic. It would
explain that such sessions are characterized by predominant article to article
requests and relatively low diversity. On the other hand, a cluster with higher
consumption diversity, like Cluster F, contains longer star-like sessions. In
this case, users access articles from a topic page, but also other kinds of pages,
possibly changing topic in the process. Diversification probably occurs mostly
at the menu level: either users navigate through the menu bar or they use
multi-tabbing.
This analysis gives clues to understand how the navigation behavior of
users is influenced by the structure of the website. In particular, we conjecture that the scarcity of horizontal links, connecting articles in a given
topic to articles in another one, are likely to have a significant impact on the
consumption diversity in chain-like sessions.
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8

Conclusion

In the course of this study we have addressed the issue of the diversity
of browsing paths of sessions over the page network of the informationentertainment website www.melty.fr using server transaction logs. As many
other websites, Melty presents a twofold classification of pages, reflecting on
the one hand the functional role of a page in the website structure, and on the
other hand its type of content. We analyzed three weeks of browsing activity
on the website using the server log files. We measured the overall activity
in time and grouped the requests in sessions in order to analyze navigation
at this scale. Crucially, we evaluated the diversity of the contents consumed
by sessions using Shannon entropy. Then, our analysis focused on sessions
with more than 4 requests, as it was found to be an appropriate threshold
to scrutinize the behavior of users on Melty. It notably showed that sessions
originating from social platforms display lower diversity, with larger fluctuations. The measure of aggregated characteristics of the dataset also indicated
that pages play a different role in the underlying page network of the website
depending on their function category (e.g. topic page or article).
These first results motivated the study of consumed diversity in clusters,
based on relevant features of sessions (such as duration or characteristics of
the session graphs). These clusters exhibit distinct browsing behaviors, and
our analysis revealed that consumption diversity is related to the length and
number of requests in a session, but also to the degree to which a session graph
is star-like or chain-like. Then, we investigated how the twofold classification
of pages is related to these differences in browsing behaviors. Specifically, we
measured the functional roles of pages which allow to change topic and thus
to diversify consumption. Relating the previous observations to the website
design, we could make hypotheses on the likely mechanisms by which users
browse the website.
Finally, we made the conjecture that the low-diversity consumption which
is observed in chain-like sessions may be related to the rarity of links going
from an article to another one with a different topic. This final remark is
particularly important considering recommendation links, and it is what can
be leveraged most successfully for the improvement of the consumption diversity. The choice of recommending articles on the same topic is a reasonable
design choice, as it guarantees a certain degree of accuracy. This means that
users are prone to follow such links. However, it also tends to confine the
user in a bubble where exploring diverse contents is much less at hand. Of all
23

requests made by users following horizontal links between articles, only 4% of
them resulted in a change of topic. This remark is especially relevant in the
interaction of bubble-like phenomena between social platforms and website
structure. In a social platform, connected users (e.g. friends or followers)
can exhibits low diversity in consumption due to homophily, but this lack of
diversity can be perpetuated by insufficient availability of diversfying mechanisms in the structure of the websites to which the social browsing leads.
In a future work, we consider evaluating experimentally how users react to a
greater choice in terms of diversity; in particular, if the website changes the
algorithm for recommending related links in article pages, it would be interesting to measure how (and if) the consumed diversity changes with respect
to the proposed diversity.
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